
Matthews Australasia offers a range 
of software solutions to integrate 
your code, check and capture 
devices on the production line.

Intelligent 
Software  
Solutions  
by Matthews  
Australasia 



Why choose software integration 
Simple and quick changeovers
Validation and error detection
Manage all product data centrally (instead of on equipment)

Access to data across the line to give you true OEE
Get visibility across the line to feed continuous improvement

Enable integration into your environment
Get visibility and control into end of line packaging and inspection that is missing with existing SCADA & MES systems

What is  
iDSnet? 
iDSnet is a software solution that allows 
you to integrate all of your coding, 
labelling and other end-of-line packaging 
equipment, such as vision systems, 
check weighers and scanners, to deliver 
a more streamlined operation by enabling 
quick changeovers, validation and error 
detection.

With industry standard open connectivity, 
iDSnet allows you to integrate your 
coding, labelling and validation into your 
existing SCADA system to have truly 
centralised control.

How does  
iDSnet work? 
By centralising the product database, 
iDSnet ensures the correct code, such 
as a barcode, datecode or batchcode, 
is always placed on the correct product 
at the correct time and that the correct 
packaging or artwork is in use. By 
networking all coding, labelling and other 
devices back to a central database, 
product changes are achieved down an 
entire production line with only one simple 
operator action.

How does  
iDSnet deliver  
OEE metrics?
iDSnet uses the Ignition platform to deliver 
OEE metrics across the production line. 
Ignition is a scalable software like iDSnet 
that can expand to be a true MES solution 
if your production environment does not 
have one.
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•  Simple to 
integrate

• Simple to use

•  Makes life 
simpler for the 
operator

•  Provides 
brand security 
by code 
assurance, 
providing 
sychronised 
changeovers 

•  Standard 
industry 
connectivity

•  Integrates 
with and 
complements 
your existing 
SCADA & 
MES systems 

•  Start with 
line integration 
for quick 
changeovers, 
data validation 
and error 
detection

•  Integrate with 
other systems 
when your 
business grows

•  Get full OEE 
reporting when 
ready

•  24x7 support 
provided by 
Matthews 
Australasia

•  In-house 
local software 
team for rapid 
response
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Trusted by local and national manufacturers across  
Australia and New Zealand
Matthews Australasia takes the functionality of centralised data management and integration further than anyone 
else to deliver improved efficiency, visibility and, ultimately, control over all the equipment on your production line.

iDSnet in action
Charlie’s Group, an organic, non-alcoholic beverage producer, 
wanted faster, more accurate product changes. iDSnet created 
a single point of control over all primary and secondary coding 
processes and automated labelling on Charlie’s PET bottles  
and cartons. 

Now, instead of manually switching product identification 
messages across each device and risking errors in product 
selection, all packaging information can be created and set for 
each labeller and coding device throughout the factory floor – and 
all from one computer. A single operator can switch production 
from apple to orange juice simply by scanning one bar code, 
eliminating operation errors and rework.

Kimberly Clark Australia (KCA), a multiple site manufacturer, 
wanted better communication and tracking between resource 
planning and output. iDSnet integrated their ERP system to 
facilitate back and forth communication between real-time 
packaging output and Resource Planning. From one computer, 

the number of pallets packed and shipped was relayed to the ERP. 
The production line received information from the ERP to prepare 
production accordingly. 

Instead of two sets of data in different places, accurate real-time data 
is now stored in one place so the two dependent systems can work 
better together to increase operations and equipment effectiveness.

AusFresh, a respected antipasto manufacturer and distributor, 
wanted to integrate and automate product and carton labelling, 
removing the high reliance on manual labour and error risk.  

Rather than printing labels on a desktop printer, stamping them 
with a date gun then hand applying to cartons, operators select the 
required label onscreen – including from a tablet or smartphone. 
iDSNet provides the correct best before data and monitors the 
product labeller. iDSnet Portal initiates product changeovers for 
AusFresh’s integrated coding and labelling devices (including 
the SSCC pallet labeller in future), and gives a simple view of 
production line activity. 



How will you  
benefit from our  
software solutions

Production  Improve efficiency with quick  
  changeovers and uptime with  
  better equipment monitoring

Engineering   Simpler integration with  
existing systems and 
equipment with industry 
standard connectivity

Quality and Compliance   Eliminate rework due to code 
errors with central change 
overs and message selection, 
checking packaging integrity 
and data validation

Operators   Quicker and easier 
changeovers, simple interface 
and reduced chances of 
errors

Finance   Reduce rework, recalls and 
improved bottom line

Management   More visibility, real-time data 
access and OEE reporting

If you are looking for ways  
to increase efficiency, reduce  
risk and improve visibility,  
talk to us today.



Choose best-fit technology

Our experienced team will work with you 
to assess your immediate and long-term 
needs, and only then will we recommend 
product identification & inspection 
technology that meets all your coding, 
labelling and inspection goals.  

We will get to know your production 
process and requirements to ensure that 
we provide the right consumables and 
technical resources specifically designed  
to work with your product ID and 
inspection equipment.  

By leveraging Matthews’ industry 
knowledge and complete range of best-
in-class technology options from leading 
global brands, you can be confident you 
are investing in the right solution to keep 
your business running smoothly. 

Eliminate costly errors

Our range of inspection technologies  
will automatically inspect your packaging 
quality and product standards, giving  
you the confidence that every product 
that leaves your facility will meet your high 
quality standards when delivered to  
your customers.  

By eliminating errors, you can reduce any 
costly labour required to resolve such 
mistakes and enjoy better customer 
relationships that come from meeting 
coding, labelling, weighing and other 
quality criteria. 

These technologies include vision 
inspection, check weighing and metal 
detection which can all be integrated 
with coding and labelling to give you a 
streamlined solution using iDSnet software.

Get real-time data to drive continuous 
improvement

Within an automated environment, iDSnet 
gives you the ability to control all networked 
coding, labelling, check weighing and 
vision systems from one central point.

Real-time charts and graphs highlight 
production efficiency, downtime and 
quality metrics to feed into your continuous 
improvement programs.

Award-winning iDSnet software collects 
detailed data from your production line so 
you can see, interpret and communicate 
what’s really happening on the factory floor. 

CODE CHECK CAPTURE

Company Overview
Matthews Australasia, a family business, is the Australian leader in intelligent product identification,  
inspection and software traceability solutions.

Matthews provides technology solutions to help you code your product with technology that suits your purpose and goals; check all 
product and packaging to eliminate coding and labelling errors; and capture more data on the factory floor in real-time and manage the 
process from one point of control. 

With over 30 years in the business, we understand the challenges that face our customers in driving efficiency, accuracy and cost-
effective processes in their supply chain. 

With Matthews you can access:

-  Intelligent, award-winning solutions that integrate seamlessly to maximise reliability and cost savings, and minimise downtime across 
any product ID application.

-  Expertise to help you choose the right hardware and software for your business goals, whether you need a compliant pallet label for 
your product or seek an end-to-end product traceability solution.

-  Collaboration with global technology leaders, including Linx Printing Technologies, Matthews International, Fox IV, Avery Dennison, 
Solaris, Bizerba, Cognex, Sick, Omron, Datalogic and industry partners including the Australian Packaging & Processing Machinery 
Association (APPMA) and GS1 Australia. 

- National footprint to install and support solutions wherever your business takes you.

- 24/7 support available over the phone, online and onsite – we’re simply there for you when you need us most. 

1300 CODING (1300 263 464)
www.matthews.com.au


